LAPPING PROCEDURE

NEAREST TRAFFIC

Variable Tangent (Multiple of 6'-3")

Variable Flare (Multiple of 6'-3")

Face of Guardrail

Rail Splice

Possible Contract Items:
- Steel Beam Guardrail
- Steel Beam Guardrail Barrier Transition Section, BA-201
- Steel Beam Guardrail End Anchor, Bolted
- Steel Beam Guardrail Flared End Terminal, LS-626
- Steel Beam Guardrail Tangent End Terminal, LS-625

Possible Tabulation:
- 108-8A

FOR GRADE REQUIREMENTS, SEE EW-301.

FOR GENERAL GUARDRAIL DETAILS, SEE BA-200.

1. See BA-201.
2. See BA-202 for connections to concrete barriers and guardrail end sections.
4. See LS-626.